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Selected Works

Hi there, I’m     Jesya Ashley 
I’m a multidisciplinary designer based

in Jakarta. I’m a person who’s completely in love
with design and believe that graphic design

is creative problem solving where concept is 
as important as the design itself. I’m currently

focused on branding and
UI/UX design.



A Resume

Graphic Designer

JESYA

ASHLEY

call :

email :

location  :

087785554311

jesya123@gmail.com

Jakarta, Indonesia

date of birth  : 02 feb 2000

Info

ig :

linked in :

behance  :

jesyya

Jesya Ashley

Jesya A

Social

I like, 

watching movies, Starb’s ice vanilla latte,

knitting, doodling.

And yes, my name pronounced like

Kesha but with J and a Y.  

Interest

I’m a multidisciplinary designer based in Jakarta. I’m a person who’s completely in love with 

design and believe that graphic design is creative problem solving where concept is as important 

as the design itself. I’m currently focused on branding and UI/UX design.

Organizations

FUSE 2018

as design committee member.

worked in team, design social

media content.

- nov ‘18

Volunteer

Future Impulse Scenery

as Head of Creative.

worked in team, design

promotional attributes.

- oct to dec ‘19

FUSE Experience

as Head of Creative.

Lead design division, with

other 10 member.

- sept ‘19 to july ‘20

as design committee with other 

3 member to design posters, 

ig feed, booklet, etc.

- july to sept ‘19

Binus International Freshmen

Enrichment Program

designed posters for an event

- dec ‘19

Thelapan88

volunteer graphic designer for 

Grab Akselerator UMKM. Helped

and assist small local business 

with their brand design

- july ‘20 - sept ’20

GRAB Indonesia

About

Binus Northumbria School of Design

- Interactive Digital Media ‘18-’22

Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, 

XD, Premier Pro, After Effects, 
InDesign, Sparks AR

Education Tools I Use

Experiences

Design research, brainstorming, work under 

pressure (deadline), work in group, highly moti-

vated. 

Bahasa Indonesia (native)

English

Soft Skills I Speak

Work

Freelance, worked on a branding 

project, designed a product, and its 

packaging

- oct ‘20 - dec ’20  

INSITU.ID - Graphic Designer

Current Past

Graphic Design internship at

MAIKA, Imaginaria team, creating

branding for products

- jan ‘21 - present  

MAIKA COLLECTIVE

- Graphic Design Intern

Workshop

participant of design

workshop and talks

- oct ‘19

participant of design

workshop and talks

- jan ‘20

Bukalapak Design

Round 6

Bukalapak Design

Round 7
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CEREAL-EATER

BRANDING

01

Date

Client

Category

July 2020

Personal Project - Branding

Visual Identity, Brand Experience



100% Made Lovewith

100% Made
Lovewith

100% Made Love
with

100% Made
Lovewith
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About The Project Brand Concept

Brand Core Value

Visual identity and branding reinvent-

ion for Cereal-Eater (a spinoff from 
the word serial **ller), a cereal bar and 

cafe located in Jakarta. 

The idea was to create something different than other cafes, both in the 
business and visual identity concept. The concept was to make this place

as a fun, cheerful place for customers from kids to adult, bringing back 

those memories you get when you eat your favorite cereal in the morning. 

Those things influenced the overall design from the logo, typographic
choices, and color scheme. The result was a mix of vintage, modern, and 

playful identity design. 

Cheerful, Fun

A place that people go to hang out,

with friends and family.

Childhood Memories

Bring people’s childhood memories.

Wide Variation

Offers wide variation of cereal brands.
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Logo

It was inspired by a cereal itself, whe-

re the logo type is a warp bold Lazyb-

ones font represents the floating-on-
milk cereal combined with 4 circle ar-

ound it, represents the berries on the 

cereal. 

v

v



Color

A combination of bright, youthful colors to deliver the 1st 

brand core value which is  ‘cheerful, and fun’. Blue and 

green were set as the main colors with creme and pink as 

sub-colors which then applied to the 

components of the application.

.

Typography

Eater Green

Eater Creme

Eater Pink

#00b488

#f7efe4

#f8dbdd

Eater Blue #264e97

R 38 G 78 B 151 C 74 M 67 Y 67 K 90

C 77 M 0 Y 62 K 0 

C 2 M 4 Y 8 K 0

C 1 M 15 Y 6 K 0

R 0  G 180 B 136

R 247 G 239 B 228

R 248 G 219 B 221

Body

The designated fonts for Cereal-Eater are Robur, set for 

head, title, paired with futura medium, a simple, 

easy-to-read, sans serif font. 

Head

Futura Medium
Robur



cereal

cereal
eater

cafe

and bar

 cereal eater 999-876-C
EREA

L

 cereal eater 999-87
6-C

ER
EA

L
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Cereal Lover
FULL TIME

cereal-eater 
999-876-CEREAL

CEREOUSLY?!

MY FAV 

ART IS

CERREALISM



@cerealeater

@cerealeater

cereal
eater

cereal

cafeand

bar

@cerealeater
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MONOC(H)R(OME)

BRANDING

02

Date

Client

Category

April 2020

Personal Project - Branding

Visual Identity, Brand Experience

monoc(h)r(ome)



monoc(h)r(ome)
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About The Project Goal

Brand Core Value

Minimal

Believe that less is more

Sophisticated

Looks sophicticated through minimal design

This is a branding project for 

monoc(h)r(ome), a contemporary fur-

niture brand that sells, create furniture 

and home decor for international 

market. Just like its name, this store 

only sells furniture and home decor in 

monochrome color, ranging from 

black, grey, and white.

Create a brand identity, logo, and variety of brand ap-

plications by applying simplicity with elegance to 

offer the collections 

Credits

All photos in this project are from Unsplash.com
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Logo

Typefaces

The logo approach a simple, minimal

design yet elegant. Monochrome sells

furniture and home decor, so I highlight

the word home in monochrome.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
STUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyz12345678

Silk Serif

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR

STUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqr

stuvwxyz12345678

Basis Grotesque monoc(h)r(ome)
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monoc(h)r(ome)

bring simplicity to your home

Jl. Asia Afrika, no 4. Jakarta Selatan,
Indonesia. (021) 123 4567.

monochromehome@email.co

@monochromehome

Jl. Asia Afrika, no 4. Jakarta Selatan,
Indonesia. (021) 123 4567.

monochromehome@email.co

@monochromehome

bring simplicity to your home. Jl. Asia Afrika, no 4. Jakarta Selatan,
Indonesia. (021) 123 4567.

monoc(h)r(ome)

monoc(h)r(ome)
QUANTITY ITEM TOTAL

1 Eames Lounge 

Chair
129,99

3 Candle White 32

TOTAL PURCHASE 161,99



monoc(h)r(ome)
bring simplicity to your home Jl. Asia Afrika, no 4. Jakarta Selatan

monoc(h)r(ome)

You look good in monochrome.

Shop our 2020 Summer Collection,

on our website

monoc(h)r(ome)

01.

03.

02. 04.

01. Poster

02. Canvas Shopping Bag

03. Poster

04. Tag
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This will look good
in your bedroom. 

2020 Summer Collection

@monochromehome

Sponsored



Website 1920 px - 15 collumns

Selected Works

monoc(h)r(ome)
Classic White Chair

Dining Table 

Material

Wood

ABOUT FULL CATALOGUE YOUR CART

White Sofa
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SUSHI RESTAURANT
REBRANDING
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Date

Client

Category

November 2020

College Assignment - Branding

Visual Identity, Brand Experience
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About The Project Goal

Solution

A Japanese Restaurant rebranding project. 

The project brief was to rebranding an ex-

isting restaurant, to create a much more ef-

fective brand identity. I chose Sushi Joobu 

to rebrand since the original design is 

pretty outdated and doesnt really have a 

strong / memorable design. *this project 

has 0 associates with Sushi Joobu

 

Redesign Sushi Joobu’s brand identity, logo, and variety 

of brand applications. Offer customers a unique experi-
ence and also provide a sales-oriented service.

Applied a unique identity to the 
products, restaurant attributes, 

menus, social media, and various 

restaurant and marketing needs. 

Execute a complete design pack-

age, that is consistent from logo 

design to apparel



Logo

The logo is a combination of a 

symbol and logotype. The symbol 

is a flat illustration of sushi. The 
position and the shape arranged 

that way to portray a family of 

three, mom, kid and dad since this 

restaurant is targeted for family

=

+

symbol

logotype
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おいし
い!

Takeaway Label Promotional Poster Promotional Poster

ジ
ョ
ブ
寿
司





The brand incorporates a strong contrast blue, combined with neutral 

colors. The photography used in this project also the ones with a lot 

of negative space. Illustration style was influenced by Japanese illust-
ration style called noritake so it looks more playful. 

That also influenced the typographic choices, which was a rounded 
font called OcrB, that creates a bold yet playful statement.
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sushijoobuid sushijoobuid sushijoobuid
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TENNIS COURT
FASHION EDITORIAL
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Date

Client

Category

November 2019

College Assignment - Photography

Art Direction, Photography,

Editorial, Layout.



DiraModel Makeup by Hairstylist Shellyna Kharen

Photograph, Styled, Graphic Design by Jesya Ashley
Binus International Fashion StudentWardrobe by Photography 2 ClassSubmitted for 

An Editorial Photography
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About The Project Concept

A series of fashion editorial photogra-

phy by me, titled “A Different Game”. 
This project was made for one of my 

photography II class assignment. The 

brief was to shoot a fashion editorial 

photos, edit, and showcase them as if 

it’s a photos that can be found in a 

fashion magazine spread. 

It was titled “A Different Game”. because i want 
the photograph to not only showcasing the 

fashion attributes but also tells a story, and has 

a theme / concept.

The story is about a woman who is always so 

busy with her work life where she faces clients, 

& office problems so she doesn’t get much time 
to enjoy the activities that she likes such as 

playing tennis. 
These photos wants to show how she 

reminiscing those memories of playing 

a game of tennis back then when she 

was young. Since now, she’s no longer 

have the time to play that game. She’s 

playing a different game called life.
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A DIFFERENT
Game

CALLED
LIFE

Oh honey,
Life is like a tennis match.

If you want to win, you must
serve well, return well, play coolly, and

always remember that the game 
begins with ‘love all’

Life is like a game of tennis; you have to 

fight hard to earn every point, sometimes 
you win while sometimes you lose. It's the 

fear of losing that inspires us to work 

hard, just like tennis. But one thing that 

tennis has taught us is that,

being a champion is not just about 

winning or losing, it's about the fighting 
spirit within each of us. Through the 

best tennis quotes of all time, let's 

remind ourselves that we can win.

DiraModel Makeup by Hairstylist Shellyna Kharen

Photograph, Styled, Graphic Design by Jesya Ashley
Binus International Fashion StudentWardrobe by Photography 2 ClassSubmitted for 



Photograph and Styled by Jesya Ashley Dira
Binus International Fashion Student

Model 
Makeup by Hairstylist Shellyna Kharen Wardrobe by 

DO
NOV 2019 ISSUE

WHAT

YOU    LIKE

LIKE

WATCHING
Nobody’s

This term does not just define all the latest or the 
most popular or the most famous clothes. In 
reality this social phenomenon involves more 
importance. In some way fashion helps us to 
show who we are and depict our personality in 
the terms of visual information. In the way we 
choosing clothes we show our attitude to world 
and other people. It is also some kind of commu-
nication. We put some of our personality at 
everything, how we behave at different situa-
tions, what we eat and which style of clothes we 
choose at shops. All the parts of it build the main 
stream of fashion. 

But in spite of our personality every person at 
the world have something in common. Even if it’s 
the smallest thing. All over the world there are a 
lot of people who have the same tastes, who 
choose the same food and trousers of the same 
kind. There are a lot of traits which build the 
fashion of today. 
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As shown in the photos, the women is wearing a 

formal wardrobe, as she just got out of the office. 
The poses represents how she can be in control in 

many fields, including sports, yet at the same time 
she can rock those wardrobe.

IT’S A

DIFFERENT

GAME CALLED

LIFE
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A DIFFERENT
Game

CALLED

LIFE

Oh honey,

Oh honey,

Life is like a tennis match.
If you want to win, you must

serve well, return well, play coolly, and
always remember that the game 

begins with ‘love all’

DO WHAT

YOU LIKE

LIKE

WATCHING

Nobody’s

#21
Issue

Out November 2019

IT’S A

DIFFERENT

GAME CALLED

LIFE

Gurlllll

YOU DESERVE TO BE HAPPY
YOU DESERVE TO LIVE THE LIFE YOU

ARE EXCITED ABOUT. 

DiraModel 

Makeup by 
Hairstylist 

Shellyna
Kharen

Photograph and Styled by Jesya Ashley
Binus International Fashion StudentWardrobe by 
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EDWIN’S GALLERY

BRAND, UI/UX REDESIGN

05

Date

Client

Category

October 2019

College Assignment

UI/UX Design
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About The Project Solutions

Problems

A brand and UI/UX redesign project. In this

project I redesign Edwin’s Gallery, an art g-

allery in Jakarta, website after some research,

since I found that Edwin’s Gallery website is

not responsive and is outdated. Throughout

the project, I redesigned the branding also. 

Re-design the whole website so it looks clean, and modern

Create a responsive website, that has a consistent look

and is compatible with multiple devices.

website looks outdated

does not have that factor 

which attracts visitors to 

visit the gallery

website does not reflects
what the museum looks like

the website is also not 

responsive.



Case Study

Edwin’s Gallery web study

User Research

Competitors

SWOT Analysis

Research

Build Concept

Brand Identity

Design Prroduction

Concept

Web Design :

for Desktop

for Phone

Output

Challenges Differentiators

Users User Benefits

A lot of competitors / other art 

galleries, new museum trends. 

Main competitors : 

Museum Macan, Dialogue

Men and women

all age

People who lives in Jakarta

and has interest in art

Local artists, art communities, 

and art lovers

Get some needed informations such 

as current events, exhibitions, latest 

update of Edwin’s Gallery 

A visually aesthetic website that will 

motivate users to find out and ex-

plore the website more.

The website wiil be more interactive 

and has engaging contents that will 

catched the website visitors 

attention

The website will have a visually aes-

thetic design so it stands out from 

other art galleries website  



Brand Redesign

this project was done and 

submitted on October 2019.

Any similarity to this design 

was probably a coincidence

people

(top view)

circle..

Edwin’s Gallery as a 

place to gather

around with other 

people to know

more about art.

-
>

-
>

connection

community

always new

people

go with

the flow

exchange

01. Logo Concept

02. Design Elements + Meaning

01. 01.



Desktop

12 Collumns

web desktop size

1366 x 768 px

Rio Raharjo :
Intention Please!

exhibitions

12 24 March 2019 

ABOUT PLAN YOUR VISITARTISTSWHAT’S ON

ABOUT PLAN YOUR VISITARTISTSWHAT’S ON

SE
AR

CH

What’s On
Edwin’s Gallery
This Month
Some informations about what’s on Edwin’s

Gallery this October, such as events, exhibitions

and many more

FIND OUT MORE

INTENTION PLEASE! EXHIBITION HIGH DOGCIETY A SMALL UNIVERSE IN THE FIELD OF MEANING



Plan Your Visit
to Edwin’s
Gallery
Check out our guide to see the direction, facilities,

and opening hours.

Discover
Artists
Explore and find out more about over 500 artists 
whose paintings and arts

are featured at Edwin’s Gallery

FIND OUT MORE

PLAN IT NOW
Edwin’s Gallery
Jl. Kemang Raya No. 21, Kemang, 
Jakarta 12730, Indonesia

+62217194721

edwins_gallery@yahoo.com

PRIVACY AND COOKIES JOBS

Opening Times
Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday

09.00 - 18.00
09.00 - 17.30
Open only when
an exhibition is on

Copyright © 2009 PT Rekacipta Graphindo. All Rights Reserved.

About
What’s On
Artist
Plan Your Visit

Contact
Kinetic Art
Gallery Store

As a privately-owned gallery, whose goals are to promote

artists and to sell their works, I think Edwin's Gallery realizes that the nominal value

of art works lies in the values beneath the surface. It has evidently understood 

that an art work is not a commodity whose value is to be determined by prospective 

buyers' taste and the marketplace. With this in mind, Edwin's Gallery 

has been a successful enterprise nonetheless.

Jim Supangkat
Art Curator

“

“

Gallery Store
Edwins Gallery provides a merchandise store, providing art-related products 

such as books and catalogues of fine arts, colonial prints and greeting cards.

OLD PRINTS
black and white and colors

GREETING CARDS
custom print greeting cardsbooks about artists and exhibitions

BOOKS

SHOP NOW





Mobile

4 Collumns

mobile size - iphone 11

812 x 375 px
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CATERING APP
UI/UX DESIGN 

06

Date
Client
Category

January 2020
College Assignment
UI/UX Design



CATERING

LE
AFWELL

JAKARTA

EST. 2014
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About The Project Solutions

Problems

A brand and UI/UX redesign project. In this
project I deesign Leafwell, a healthy catering
business in Jakarta, apps after some research,
since I found that it doesn’t have an app yet. 
Throughout the project, I redesigned the 
branding also. 

Design a modern, up to date, and consistent application
that makes customers easier to order.

Create a website to promotes the app

no app yet

customers prefer other catering
which have an app of its own



Ja
ne

age
occupation

gender
status

location
income 

“I want my food on time, prepared,
and healthy”

Jane lives in Jakarta and is always busy at work. She go to work in the 
morning Monday to Friday, 5 days a week, and go home at night.

She loves healthy food and trying to be healthy by eating healthier food and 
even trying to lose weight at the same time. However, since she’s so busy 
at work, she doesnt have the time to prepare for her meals everyday. She 
doesnt want to always buy restaurant food, so she wants to eat healthy 
homecook food that were all ready made for her through catering.  

25
Editorial Assistant

Female
Single

Jakarta
Rp15mill>/month 

ABOUT JANE

PERSONALITY TECHNOLOGY

FRUSTRATIONS GOALS NEEDS
Health Issues
Busy schedule
Family
Work problems
.  

Healthy lifestyle
Physically fit
Reduce calories
Save time
Get quality food easily
.  

Social Networking

Mobile Apps

Software
.  

Extrovert

Thinking

Judging
.  

Introvert

Feeling

Perceiving
.  

Proper meal guidance
Get meals planned
Get meals prepared regularly
.  



Brand Redesign

i used the leaf icon as 
part of the logo to represents health and 
healthy, other than that, is because of the 
name of the catering itself which has the 
word Leaf.

CATERING

LE
AFWELL

JAKARTA

EST. 2014

CATERING

LE
AFWELL

JAKARTA

EST. 2014

CATERING

LE
AFWELL

JAKARTA

EST. 2014

01. Logo 
02. Design Elements + Meaning

01. 02










